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ABSTRACT
Categorization is a common solution used for organizing entities.
For example, there are over 1.13 million categories in Wikipedia
which group various types of entities such as persons, locations,
etc. What is however often lacking when it comes to understanding categories is a clear information about the common aspects
of the entities in a given category, for example, information on
their shared histories. We propose in this paper a novel task of
automatically creating summaries of typical histories of entities
within their categories (e.g., a typical history of a Japanese city).
The output summary is in the form of key representative events
together with the information on their average dates. We introduce 4 methods for the aforementioned task and evaluate them on
Wikipedia categories containing several types of cities and persons.
The summaries we generate can provide information on the common evolution of entities falling into the same category as well as
they can be compared with the summaries of related categories for
providing contrastive type of knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION

Categorization is a common strategy applied for organizing and
understanding entities. Wikipedia, which is considered these days
to be the most comprehensive encyclopedia, contains over 1.13
million categories [3]. Each category typically consists of multiple
related members that share some common traits (e.g., list of cities in
Japan, list of American scientists active in the 19th century, etc.). To
obtain a good understanding of a category, one needs to know well
about its members, which is definitely a difficult task, especially,
for larger categories. For example to fully understand the category
of Japanese cities a user would need to read over 500 Wikipedia
articles about different Japanese cities.
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In particular our interest is on historical knowledge. Wikipedia
abounds in knowledge about the histories of entities or concepts.
Many articles contain dedicated history sections. For instance, an
article about a person typically contains his/her biography, and
an article about a city usually includes extended section covering
its history. In fact, most entities cannot be properly understood
without the knowledge of their histories. The same can be said
about their categories.
What is the history of Japanese cities? How is it different from, e.g.,
the history of Chinese or UK cities? Which events frequently occurred
during the life of French scientists? How different was the life of a
French scientist in the 19th century from that of an American scientist
at that time? Questions of this type are not easy to be answered as
they usually require substantial knowledge of history, or at least
necessitate much effort. For an average user, to answer them he/she
would need to read histories of many individual instances.
Straightforward approaches to automatically creating such historical knowledge would be to formulate it as a standard multidocument summarization task. However, traditional multi-document
summarization techniques are not suitable for our scenario. The
first problem is that input documents in multi-document summarization are assumed to be similar to each other (e.g., news articles
about the same event). This assumption is not guaranteed in the
case of the category history summarization as entity histories can
be quite different from each other. For example, while we expect to
find some common events and tendencies within Japanese cities,
each individual city has many specific events in its history, which
have varying degree of resemblance to the events of other cities.
The second problem stems from the strong temporal character of
input documents in our task. Entity histories (e.g., biographies) typically have a sequential character and abound in multiple dates used
to mark important events in time, delineate key periods, support
explanation of causal-effect relationships and, in general, to provide
logical progression and coherent account of entity’s history.
A uniting feature of traditional multi-document summarization
techniques is an implicit assumption that the importance of a sentence can be estimated based on its similarity to other sentences
within the input document set. For instance, in MEAD system [25]
a sentence is judged important if it is similar to the centroid sentence, or if it is similar to many important sentences as in LexRank
method [12]. Considering the unique characteristics of our task,
it is clear that the common approach of sentence selection used
in multi-document summarization is not appropriate. To provide
effective means for capturing shared traits in entity histories we
make use of the following observations: (1) Histories of many types
of entities (e.g., countries, persons) can be often divided into particular
eras. For example, the history of Japan as well as the one of Japanese

cities covers several dynasties, while a person’s life can be divided
into stages such as childhood, early education, early career, etc. (2)
Documents describing histories of entities often contain underlying
themes. These themes may be also correlated. (3) Themes as well as
eras are usually not equally important. An event contained in an
important era and being part of important topics can be regarded
more salient than one in less important era or belonging to trivial
topics. (4) Finally, some entities are better representatives of a category than others. This is known as the graded structure [26] of a
category.
An event belonging to a typical entity is then deemed to be more
salient than one of a trivial entity.
To reflect the above observations we rely on graph analysis.
In particular, we adapt Markov Random Walk (MRW) [18] and
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) [16] methods to our scenarios. To address the limitations of traditional techniques we
propose 4 different models which are based on MRW and HITS and
incorporate additional information about documents, eras, topics
and topic correlation. The resulting summaries are in the form
of timelines containing key events represented by set of words
(Section 8.7 shows an example of output). Our experiments are
performed on 7 Wikipedia category datasets (3 cities datasets and
4 persons datasets) with the results demonstrating higher effectiveness of our methods when compared to common multi-document
summarization techniques.
To sum up, we make the following contributions in this paper:
(1) We introduce a new research problem of characterizing
entity categories by generating typical histories of their
entities.
(2) We propose 4 different models to discover typical histories of entities utilizing information about sentences, eras,
topics and topic correlation. All our models work in an
unsupervised way, which is important considering the lack
of manually created summaries for most of the categories.
(3) The effectiveness of our methods is demonstrated in experiments on 7 Wikipedia category datasets.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. The related
works are introduced in Section 2. We formulate our research
problem and discuss different types of summaries in Section 3.
Section 4 introduces the approach for event representation. Our
summarization models are presented in Sections 5 and 6. Section 7
discusses the generalization of extracted events. In Section 8, we
describe the experiments and evaluation results. Finally, we draw
conclusions in Section 9.

2

RELATED WORK

Multi-Document Summarization. Multi-document summarization is the process of creating a summary that retains the most
important information from multiple documents. Summarization
methods can be coarsely divided into extractive summarization and
abstractive summarization techniques. Extractive type of methods,
to which our techniques belong, aims to select a subset of units (e.g.
words, sentences) of original documents to form a summary. As an
example of extractive methods, the centroid-based method MEAD
[25] scores sentences based on sentence level and inter-sentence
level features including cluster centroid, position, and TF-IDF, etc.

Graph-based ranking methods, such as LexRank [12] and TextRank
[22], have been developed to estimate sentence importance using
random walks and eigenvector centrality. In order to remove redundancy in final summaries, Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR)
technique [10] has been commonly used. Wan et al. have improved
the graph-ranking algorithm by utilizing sentence-to-sentence and
sentence-to-topic relationships [29], and intra-document and interdocument links between sentences [30]. In contrast, abstractive
methods create summary containing words not explicitly present
in the original documents. In this process, information fusion [5],
sentence compression [17] and reformulation [21] may be applied.
Timeline Summarization. Timeline Summarization defined
as the summarization of sequences of documents (typically, news
articles about the same event) has been actively studied in the
recent years. In [31], Yan et al. proposed the evolutionary timeline
summarization (ETS) to compute evolution timelines consisting of a
series of time-stamped summaries. David et al. presented a method
for discovering biographical structure based on a probabilistic latent
variable model [4]. Abdalghani et al. [2] addressed the problem of
identifying important events in the past, present, and future from
semantically-annotated large-scale document collections. Tuan et
al. [28] presented a novel approach for timeline summarization of
high-impact events, which uses entities instead of sentences for
summarizing the events.
The above-mentioned methods can not be directly applied to our
task. While documents are timestamped in the timeline summarization task, in the task of category summarization, each document
spans over a certain range of time. Due to this, existing timeline
summarization techniques are unable to estimate well the representativeness of a document and the correlation between sentences,
which are important factors considered for generating summaries.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
3.1 Input
The input are documents containing histories of entities belonging
to the same category. Each history-related document spans over a
certain range of time and each sentence is assumed to refer to a historical event. The dates of events can be either explicitly mentioned
in the sentence or could be estimated based on nearby sentences.
We note that sometimes categories can consist of entities with
very diverse histories. Naturally, the summarization task becomes
then more difficult in those cases.

3.2

Research Problem

Given a set of history-related documents [d 1 , d 2 , …, dn ] each about
a particular entity within the same category and a time window
[tbeдin , tend ], the task is to select k most typical historical events
[e 1 , e 2 , …, ek ] to form a summarized timeline reflecting typical
history of the entities within [tbeдin , tend ]. Each event in the
summary is represented by words [w 1 , w 2 , …, w i ].
The events selected for inclusion into the summary should be:
(1) typical: we want to retain typical information of the history of category entities;
(2) diverse: events contained in the summary should be both
diverse in their contents and in terms of their occurring
time;

(3) comprehensible: events contained in the summary should
be understandable to users.

3.3

Types of Output Summary

Cognitive science studies suggest two modes in which people understand categories: prototype view [27] and exemplar view [9]. The
first one posits that a category be represented by a constructed
prototype (sometimes called centroid), such that entities closer to
the prototype are considered better examples of the category. The
exemplar view is an alternative to the prototype view that proposes
using real entities as exemplars instead of abstract prototypes that
might actually not exist. Based on this division, we propose two
types of summarization approaches:
Prototype-based summarization. In the prototype-based summarization, events may come from the history of arbitrary entity
within the category. The prototype-based summary represents the
category by constructing an imaginary prototype.
Exemplar-based summarization. In the exemplar-based summarization, events are drawn from a relatively small set of typical
representatives among all entities. The size of the set depends on
the size of summary. The exemplar-based summary thus uses a few
typical representative instances to describe the whole category.

3.4

5

PROTOTYPE SUMMARY GENERATION

In this section we describe two methods which rely on prototype
summarization strategy. Both use era and topic information. We
start then with explaining the way to detect eras and themes underlying our datasets.

5.1

Eras Detection

Given a sequence of atomic time units ξ = (t 1 , t 2 , ..., tn ), the task
is to select a proper segmentation Θ containing m eras dividing
the entire time span [t 1 , tn ], where each era Ti is expressed by two
time points representing its beginning date τbi and the ending date
τei . Formally, let Θ = (T1 ,T2 , ...,Tm ), where Ti = [τbi , τei ]. In order
to perform era detection we state two hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1 A statistically significant increase or decrease in
the number of events in two adjacent time units can be an indicator
of the emergence of a new era.
Hypothesis 2 Events occurring in the same era tend to be more
similar to each other than events occurring in other eras.

System Overview

Fig. 1 provides an overview of our approach. We first pre-process input documents and extract events. For the prototype-based summarization, we additionally detect eras and topics. Then we compute
event importance by MRW and HITS for both the prototype-based
summarization and exemplar-based summarization. Lastly, we remove redundancy and generalize the events for constructing final
summary.
History-related Documents
Summary

Era
Detection

Topic
Detection

Generalization

MRW

Document
Pre-Processing
Redundancy
Removal

Prototype-based
HITS
Event
Representation

Exemplar-based

Event Importance Calculation

Figure 1: System Overview.
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normalized sentence that represents the event. The weight of a
term is its TF-IDF value calculated from the original corpus.

EVENT REPRESENTATION

A historical event is represented by a sentence and is associated with
a date of its occurrence. As not all words of the original sentence
are meaningful, each sentence is first normalized by pre-processing
steps such as removing stopwords, stemming and retaining the
most frequent 5,000 unigrams and bigrams. In the recent years,
word2vec [23] was widely utilized for automatically learning the
meaning behind words based on neural networks. We use word2vec
to represent terms and events. The vector representation of an event
is a weighted combination of the vectors of terms contained in the

Hypothesis 1 is similar to the one stated in [1] where authors
utilized statistically significant changes in the frequencies of news
articles in time segments in order to locate different stages of events.
The above hypotheses form the basis for the two stage process
of era detection. We discuss both the steps below:
Chi-Square Test. The initial set of time units the category history is ξ = (t 1 , t 2 , ..., tn ), where each time unit ti represents a year.
Based on Hypothesis 1, a chi-square test of independence is applied.
We test for the independence of adjacent time units, and the lack of
independence allows the adjacent time units to be combined. More
concretely, the chi-square test is used to determine whether two
neighboring time units exhibit a statistically significant association
based on the number of contained events.
The default significance level is set to 0.05, thus a statistically
significant change is defined where the χ 2 value exceeds the critical
cut-off of 3.84. By this we obtain the intermediate set of segments
ς = (µ 1 , µ 2 , ..., µ k ), where µ i = [ηbi , ηie |ηbi ∈ ξ , ηie ∈ ξ ], is created
after some of time units are combined.
Optimization. We next use an optimization formula to determine the final eras based on Hypothesis 2. Given the pre-set
number of final periods, m, every possible combination Θ of segments from the intermediate set will be explored. Formally, let
Θ = (T1 ,T2 , ...,Tm ) where Ti = [τbi , τei |τbi ∈ ς, τei ∈ ς]. In particular, we prefer the combination, in which the eras to be selected
are characterized by high intra-similarity, low inter-similarity, and,
in addition, they have high abundancy defined as the number of
instances having their events in a given era. The era combination
that has the highest score by applying Eq. (1) will be adopted.1

1 We

experimentally set weights for ω 1 , ω 2 and ω 3 in Eq. (1) to be 0.4, 0.4 and 0.2,
respectively.

Θ ≡ argmax[ω 1
− ω2

m−1
Õ

m
Õ

MRW model, voting (or “recommendation”) between two vertices
is represented in the form of a link from one vertex to another,
and the score associated with a vertex is determined by the votes
received from adjacent vertices.

IntraSimilarity(Ti )

i=1

InterSimilarity(Ti ,Ti+1 )

(1)

i=1

+ (1 − ω 1 − ω2 ) ·

m
Õ

Eras

Abundancy(Ti )]

i=1

Here, the intra-similarity measures the cosine similarity between
events within a given era:
IntraSimilarity(Ti ) =

Õ Õ Simcosine (ei , e j )
|Ti | 2
e ∈T e ∈T
i

i

j

(2)

Õ

Õ Simcosine (ei , e j )
|Ti | · |Ti+1 |

e i ∈Ti e j ∈Ti +1

(3)

Finally, the abundancy of an era indicates how many of the
category instances have at least one event located in this era.

5.2

Topic Detection

Different entities may share similar historical events which however
may not belong to the same eras. For instance, many Japanese
cities were hit by earthquakes at different times throughout the last
millennium. Thus, in addition to detecting eras we also conduct
topic detection for better capturing event importance.
Clustering algorithms like K-means are popular techniques to
detect topics. However, these are not appropriate as each event is
expected to belong to only one topic. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [7] allows for soft association of topics with events. However, LDA does not explicitly compute topic to topic association
which could constitute another useful signal for estimating topic
importance.
We then construct topics with Correlated Topic Model (CTM)
[8] which captures both topic-event relations as well as topic-topic
relations. Given a set of documents D=[d 1 , d 2 , …, d N ] and its vocabulary W =[w 1 , w 2 , …, w M ], CTM returns a set of latent topics
Z =[z 1 , z 2 , …, z K ] (K is pre-specified). Each document d j is considered as arising from the mixture of topics in Z , each of which is
a distribution over the vocabulary W . In addition, the covariance
structure among topics Z (which is a K-dimensional covariance
matrix) is estimated via adopting the logistic normal distribution
to model the latent topic proportions of a document.
Given CTM, we are able to obtain the per-document topic distributions P(zi |d j ), the per-topic word distributions P(w i |zk ) and
the topic-topic correlations Corr (zi , z j ). We then incorporate this
information to compute event importance as detailed next.

5.3

era-event
similarity assignment

topic-event
similarity assignment

Events
event-event linkage

i

The inter-similarity measures the cosine similarity between the
events of the neighboring eras:
InterSimilarity(Ti ,Ti+1 ) =

Topics

Prototype-based MRW

The Markov Random Walk Model (MRW) has been successfully
exploited in multi-document summarization. MRW is a way of
calculating the importance of a vertex within a graph based on
global information recursively drawn from the entire graph. In

Figure 2: Illustration of Prototype-based MRW.
We use MRW for estimating the importance of events (see Fig.
2). In this process we make use of era and topic information. The
underlying topics as well as eras are not equally important. An
event contained in an important era and being part of important
topics is deemed more salient than one in a less important era or
belonging to trivial topics. Thus in order to calculate event importance with the prototype-based MRW, we state four hypotheses for
determining important events as below:
Hypothesis 3 An important event is contained in an important
era and is similar to many events in this era.
Hypothesis 4 An important event is similar to important topics.
Hypothesis 5 An important event is similar to other important
events.
Hypothesis 6 An important event is strongly correlated with other
important events.
Formally, let G = (Ve , Q ee ) be a graph (see Fig. 2) with the set
of vertices Ve and the set of edges Q ee . Let Ve =E={ei }, T ={T j },
Z ={zk } denote the sets of events, detected eras and that of detected
topics, respectively, and let Q ee = {qi j |ei , e j ∈ Ve } represent the
set of links between events. Below we are going to explain the way
to assign initial scores to vertices in Ve and the way to compute
edge weights.
First we compute the importance score of an era Ti denoted by
I (Ti ) as follows:
I (Ti ) = Sim(Ti , D) =

Õ Õ Simcosine (ei , e j )
|Ti | · |D|

e i ∈Ti e j ∈D

(4)

where D is the document set. We also compute the importance
score of a topic zi denoted as I (zi ):
Í
P(zi |d)
I (zi ) = d ∈D
(5)
|D|
Sim(ei ,Tl ) denotes the similarity between an event ei and the
era Tl that ei is contained in. It is computed as follows:
Sim(ei ,Tl ) =

Õ
1
·
Simcosine (ei , e j )
|Tl |
e j ∈Tl

(6)

Sim(ei , zk ) denotes the similarity between an event ei and a topic
zk :
Í
w ∈e i P(w |zk )
Sim(ei , zk ) =
(7)
|ei |
Let Score(ei ) be the score of a vertex ei . We then compute the
initial score Score 0 (ei ) of ei used for MRW as follows:
Score 0 (ei ) = I (Tl |ei ∈ Tl ) · Sim(ei ,Tl ) ·

Õ

Events

I (zk ) · Sim(ei , zk ) (8)

w i j = α · Simcosine (ei , e j ) + (1 − α) · Corr (ei , e j )
Corr (ei , e j ) =

(9)

Õ Õ Sim(ei , zi ) · Sim(e j , z j ) · Corr (zi , z j )
|Z | 2
z ∈Z z ∈Z
i

j

(10)
The transition probability pi j from ei to e j is then computed by
normalizing the corresponding affinity weight to ensure convergence:
pi j = Í

wi j

e k ∈Ve

(11)

w ik

Based on the transition probability, the importance score Score(ei )
for an event ei can be deduced from all other events in a way similar
to PageRank [24] algorithm by iteratively computing the following
formula until convergence:
Score(ei ) = (1 − d) + d ·

Õ

p ji · Score(e j )

(12)

e j ∈Ve ,e j ,e i

where d is a damping factor set by default to 0.85. The computation ends when the difference between the scores computed at the
two successive iterations for the events is less than 0.0001.

5.4

Figure 3: Illustration of the Prototype-based HITS.

Hypothesis 9 An important event is similar to many important
topics.
Hypothesis 10 An important topic is similar to many important
events.
Formally, we build a tripartite graph G = (Ve , Vt , Vz , Q et , Q ez )
with three types of sets of vertices {Ve , Vt , Vz } and two types of
sets of edges {Q et , Q ez }. Let Ve =E={ei }, Vt =T ={T j }, Vz =Z ={zk }
denote the sets of events, detected eras and detected topics, respectively. Let Q et = {qi j |ei ∈ Ve ,T j ∈ Vt }, Q ez = {qik |ei ∈ Ve , zk ∈
Vz } represent the set of links between an event and an era, and the
set of the links between an event and a topic, respectively.
Era denoting vertices Vt and topic vertices Vz are regarded as
hubs, while event vertices Ve are considered as authorities. Each
edge qi j in Q et is associated with an affinity weight w i j denoting
the similarity between an event ei and an era T j , while each edge
qik in Q ez has an affinity weight w ik representing the similarity
between an event ei and a topic zk . Similarly, w i j and w ik are
computed by Eqs. (6) and (7).
In the mutual reinforcement process, the authority scores of
events (denoted as Auth(ei )) and the hub scores of eras and topics
(denoted as Hub(T j ) and Hub(zk ), respectively) are iteratively computed. The scores at the (i + 1)th iteration are calculated based on
the scores at the (i)th iteration as follows:
Auth (i+1) (ei ) =

Õ

w i j · Hub (i) (T j )+

T j ∈T

Hub (i+1) (T j ) =

Hypothesis 7 An important event is similar to many important
eras.
Hypothesis 8 An important era is similar to many important
events.
empirically set the weight for α in Eq. (9) to be 0.6.

Õ

w ik · Hub (i) (zk ) (13)

z k ∈Z

Õ

w i j · Auth (i) (ei )

(14)

w ik · Auth (i) (ei )

(15)

e i ∈E

Prototype-based HITS

Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) is a link analysis algorithm
that has been successfully used to rate web pages. HITS algorithm
defines two types of nodes in a network, hubs and authorities, and
computes their ranking scores in a mutually reinforcing way.
We are going to apply HITS for estimating the importance of
events (see Fig. 3). We state the following hypotheses for measuring
event importance with the prototype-based HITS method:

2 We

topic-event
linkage

era-event
linkage

z k ∈Z

In other words, we assign high initial score to a given event if it
belongs to an important era (Hypothesis 3), it is similar to this era
(Hypothesis 3) and it is similar to important topics (Hypothesis 4).
We also associate each edge qi j in Q ee with an affinity weight w i j
between events ei and e j . Considering Hypothesis 5 and Hypothesis
6, this weight is computed using both the similarity Sim(ei , e j ) and
the correlation Corr (ei , e j ) between the two events:2

Topics

Eras

Hub (i+1) (zk ) =

Õ
e i ∈E

Both the authority scores and hub scores are normalized after
each iteration in order to achieve convergence. The initial scores of
all hubs and the ones of authorities are set to 1. The computation
terminates when the difference between the scores computed at
the two successive iterations for the hubs and the authorities is less
than 0.0001.

6

EXEMPLAR SUMMARY GENERATION

The second type of summarization, the exemplar based summarization approach, assumes selecting a small number of representative
entities and constructing the summary upon them. In this section

we describe two methods that rely on the selection of the most
representative entities.

6.1

Exemplar-based MRW

In the first method we decide the importance of entities using MRW
with the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 11 An entity is important if it shares history similar
to that of other important entities.
To incorporate this hypothesis into event scoring we again use
MRW model. Formally, let G = (V , Q) be an undirected graph,
where V =D={di } and Q = {qi j |di , d j ∈ D} denote the set of entities
(actually, documents representing their histories) and the set of links
between entities, respectively. In view of Hypothesis 11, the affinity
weight w i j of edge qi j between entities di and d j is computed using
the similarity Sim(di , d j ).
Since cosine similarity is not a proper similarity measure for
sequences such as sequences of events, we propose to use Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) for measuring distances between entities’
histories (Eq. (16)). DTW calculates an optimal match between two
sequences. Hence, entities’ histories can be “warped” non-linearly
in the time dimension so as their similar events become aligned.
The advantage of DTW is that the order of events is considered
when computing the similarity. Thus, histories containing identical
events yet, positioned in different order will not be judged identical.
w i j = Sim DT W (di , d j )
1
=
DTW (di , d j ) + 1

(16)

The transition probability pi j from di to d j is computed using Eq.
(11), and the importance score Score(di ) for an event di is found by
iteratively computing Eq. (12) until convergence.
After computing the entity importance scores we select the top
m important entities. Let the expected summary size be k events
and the number of events in the history of the i-th ranked entity di
be size(di ). m is then decided as follows:
m−1
Õ
i=1

size(di ) < k,

m
Õ

size(di ) > k

(17)

i=1

We next merge the histories of the selected m entities and pick
up the top k important events from the merged history using MRWbased ranking method called LexRank [12].

6.2

Exemplar-based HITS

We now propose the last method that represents the exemplar based
approach using a bipartite graph framework. In order to calculate
document importance with the exemplar-based HITS, we state the
following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 12 An important document is similar to many important events.
Hypothesis 13 An important event is similar to many important
documents.

Formally, we build a bipartite graph G = (Ve , Vd , Q ed ) with two
types of vertice sets {Ve , Vd } and the set of edges {Q ed }, where
Ve =E={ei }, Vd =D={d j } denote the set of events and the set of
documents, respectively. Q ed = {qi j |ei ∈ Ve , d j ∈ Vd represents
the set of links between events and documents representing entity
histories.
Document vertices Vd are regarded as hubs, while event vertices
Ve are regarded as authorities. Each edge qi j in Q ed is associated
with an affinity weight w i j denoting the similarity between an
event ei and a document d j . It is is computed as follows.
w i j = Sim(ei , d j ) = maxSimcosine (ei , e j |e j ∈ d j )

(18)

In the mutual reinforcement process, the authority scores of
events and the hub scores of documents are iteratively calculated
by Equations (19) and (20). All scores are normalized after each
iteration. The initial score of all hubs and authorities are set to 1.
Auth (i+1) (ei ) =

Õ

w i j · Hub (i) (d j )

(19)

w i j · Auth (i) (ei )

(20)

d j ∈D

Hub (i+1) (d j ) =

Õ
e i ∈E

After document importance scores are calculated, events from
the top m important documents are merged (where m is decided
by Eq. (17)). Finally, the top k important events from the merged
history are chosen according to ranking by their authority scores.

7 POST-PROCESSING
7.1 Redundancy Removal
After the historical events of a certain category are ranked by importance, we apply a modified version of MMR (Maximal Marginal
Relevance) [10] denoted as TMMR (Temporally enhanced Maximal
Marginal Relevance) to minimize redundancy. TMMR tries to avoid
extracting similar (both semantically similar and temporally close)
events in a summary by considering penalty based on the similarity between a newly extracted event and the already extracted
events. TMMR allows extracting events which have high importance scores, yet, at the same time, are not semantically similar
neither temporally close to the already extracted events.
TMMR ≡ argmax[α · score(ei ) − β · maxSimcosine (ei , e j )
1
− (1 − α − β) · min
]
|ti − t j | + 1

(21)

Here, ei denotes an event in the set of the candidate events which
have not been selected, while e j represents an event in the set of
the already selected events. ti and t j denote the occurrence dates
of ei and e j . The values of α and β are experimentally assigned to
be 0.5 and 0.4, respectively.

7.2

Generalization

Each event in the final summary should be represented by a set of
meaningful words. However, our models produce summaries in
which each event is in the form of a sentence from the history of
particular entity. The sentence representation may then contain
too specific details which might be true only for the instance from

which the given sentence has been extracted. For example, many
cities in Japan have suffered from earthquakes, and, so, the sentence
“earthquake hits city” would be a good general description of this
type of event, instead of sentences giving detailed descriptions of
specific circumstances or effects of earthquakes in particular cities.
Thus, we choose to generalize the top-scored sentences to produce
the set of descriptive words representing in a general way a given
event type (see Tab. 2 for an example).
More concretely, for each sentence indicating an event to be
included into the summary, we seek m most similar sentences in the
corpus and construct a cluster of m + 1 sentences. Sentences within
each cluster are semantically similar and each cluster represents
the same event type. Then we compute Term Frequency-Inverse
Cluster Frequency (TF-ICF) on the created clusters to extract the set
of meaningful words describing each cluster (see Eq. (22)) . Those
sets of words are used as the final representation of events to be
included into the output summary. We set the number m of events
used for building the event clusters to be 10.
ni, j
|C |
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EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the experiments conducted to evaluate
the effectiveness of our proposed methods.

8.1

Datasets

We test our methods on entities separated by both time and space
dimensions. In particular, we perform experiments on 7 Wikipedia
categories including 3 city categories and 4 person categories. The
city categories are Japanese cities, Chinese cities and English cities
(denoted by C 1 , C 2 , C 3 respectively), while for the person categories
we have selected American scientists, French scientists, Japanese
Prime Ministers till 1945 (i.e., the end of WW2) and Japanese Prime
Ministers after WW2 (denoted by P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , respectively). Note
that our methods are not bound to Wikipedia categories as any
listing of entities can form an input, provided the historical data
about each instance is made available. In this work, we just use
Wikipedia categories as a convenient data source.
For preparing the city categories, each city history is extracted
from the “History” section in the corresponding Wikipedia article.
To capture historical events, we collect all sentences with dates.
As further preprocessing, we reduce inflected words to their word
stems and retain only the terms that are among the most frequent
5,000 unigrams, excluding stopwords and numbers. Each historical
event is then represented by the bag of unigrams extracted from its
sentence along with the corresponding date.
For the person categories, we utilize a dataset of 242,970 biographies publicly released by Bamman et al. [4]. Every biography
consists of several life events, each represented by bag of unigrams
with a date. Unlike in the city datasets, the date here is measured as
the difference between the observed date in the event and the date
of birth of the entity (i.e., relative date for a person when counting
from its birth date). In other words, the date of an event is a relative
date here instead of an absolute one as in the city datasets. The
basic statistics about our datasets are shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Summary of datasets (the time range of datasets
C 1 , C 2 , C 3 are based on absolute time, while that of datasets
P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 are based on relative time.)
Dataset
C1
C2
C3
P1
P2
P3
P4

8.2

Category
Japanese Cities
Chinese Cities
UK Cities
American Scientists
French Scientists
Japanese PMs (pre WW2)
Japanese PMs (post WW2)

# Entity
532
357
68
141
41
32
30

Time Range
40 - 2016
12 - 2016
1 - 2016
0 - 103
0 - 101
0 - 98
0 - 93

Analyzed Methods

We test 4 proposed methods: Prototype-based MRW (P-MRW ,
see Sec. 5.3), Prototype-based HITS (P-HITS, see Sec. 5.4), Exemplarbased MRW (E-MRW , see Sec. 6.1) and Exemplar-based HITS
(E-HITS, see Sec. 6.2). In addition, we set up 2 baselines as follows:
(1) LexRank + TMMR (LexRank) LexRank [12] method has
been widely adopted in multi-document summarization tasks such
as [15] and [11]. It constructs a sentence connectivity matrix and
computes sentence importance based on the algorithm similar to
PageRank. Same as in our methods we also use TMMR to remove redundancy. Finally, selected events are generalized from sentences to
the sets of words following the generalization procedure described
in Sec. 7.2.
(2) k-Means Clustering (K-Means) K-Means clustering is a
popular method used for cluster analysis. It partitions all events
into k clusters in which each event belongs to the cluster with the
nearest mean (given k as the size of summary). Then, within each
cluster, we pick up 10 sentences which are closest to the cluster
centroid in order to build an event cluster. Finally, TF-ICF is applied
to extract meaningful words for each event cluster.

8.3

Experiment Settings

We set the parameters as follows:
(1) size of summary: we experimentally set the summary size of
the city datasets to be 20 events, and of the person datasets to be
10 events considering the sizes of the corresponding categories.
(2) parameters in the prototype-based methods: we empirically let the number of eras for the city datasets to be 10, and for the
person datasets to be 5 considering the lengths of entity histories.
In addition, the number of topics K is set to be identical to the size
of summary (K = 10 for person datasets and K = 20 for city datasets).

8.4

Evaluation Criteria

Manually creating summaries of typical histories of categories is
a difficult task. We then ask users to evaluate summary quality.
To test our methods we conduct evaluation based on five criteria
which we believe are crucial for a high quality summary. Each
event in the summary is graded in terms of:
• Saliency which measures how sound and important the
extracted events are.
• Comprehensibility which measures how easily the output words can be associated with real events.

Besides, each summary is graded in terms of:
• Diversity which measures how diverse the events in the
summary are (both semantically and temporally).
• Coverage that quantifies the extent to which important
events in a category history are included in summary.
• Interestingness which measures how interesting the results are. Intuitively, it represents the degree to which the
extracted events are novel to annotators.
We have 6 methods to be tested (4 proposed methods and 2
baseline methods). 5 annotators (4 males, 1 female) who have
significant interest in history were asked to evaluate 42 different
summaries (6 methods, each on 7 datasets). Each summary was
ensured to be evaluated by 3 annotators. Thus, 4 annotators were
assigned to evaluate 25 summaries and 1 annotator received 26
summaries to evaluate. During the assessment, the annotators were
allowed to utilize any external resources including the Wikipedia,
Web search engines, books, etc. All of the scores were given in the
range from 1 to 5 (1: not at all, 2: rather not, 3: so so, 4: rather yes, 5:
definitely yes). After the annotation scores have been completed we
averaged saliency and comprehensibility scores per each summary.
Lastly, we averaged the individual scores given by the annotators
to obtain the final scores per each summary.

8.5

Evaluation Results

Below we discuss the key experimental results.
Average results. Fig. 4 shows the average scores of summaries
generated from all the datasets in 5 criteria by all the compared
methods. We first note that our proposed methods outperform the
baselines based on almost all the criteria (the only exception is that
E-HITS achieves worse performance than LexRank in terms of
coverage by 1.8%). On average, our proposed methods outperform
LexRank by 10.5% and K-Means by 14.3% across all the metrics. In
particular, P-MRW outperforms LexRank by 14.6% and K-Means
by 18.5%. Especially, in terms of saliency, the proposed methods are
better than LexRank by 22.4% and than K-Means by 21.7%. This
proves that incorporating the importance of eras, topics and entities
helps to improve the saliency of events contained in summary.
Furthermore, we note that the two prototype-based methods
P-MRW and P-HITS are superior to the two exemplar-based methods E-MRW and E-HITS by on average 2.9% across all the metrics.
On the other hand, MRW-based methods P-MRW and E-MRW
generate better results than the HITS-based methods P-HITS and
E-HITS on average by 2.8%. This suggests that adding information
about eras and topics may play more important role than selecting a
few representative entities. Moreover, these results support the conclusion that event-to-event relationships (utilized in the MRW-based
methods) could be more crucial than event-to-entity relationships
(used in the HITS-based methods).
Per dataset results. Fig. 5 shows the summation of evaluation
scores in 5 criteria of each method on every dataset. The proposed
methods P-MRW , P-HITS, E-MRW , E-HITS and the two baselines LexRank, K-Means are denoted by M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , M 4 , M 5 , M 6
in Fig. 5, respectively. We note that all our proposed methods outperform the baselines across all the datasets. In particular, on the
Japanese city dataset (C1), the two MRW-based methods P-MRW
and E-MRW achieve the best performance outperforming the two
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Figure 4: Average Results of All Datasets.

baselines by 47.8%, while all the proposed methods have better results by on average 40.0% on this dataset. The worst performance is
on the French scientists dataset (P2) on which our methods manage
to output results better by, on average, only 7.9%.
In addition, we note that the average summation scores of the
three city datasets are higher than the ones for the four person
datasets by 4.4%, which may support the observation that the quality of summary could be influenced by the number of entities within
the category. Moreover, the average standard deviation of the summation scores by all methods of the city datasets is larger than
the one for the person datasets by 16.9%. These both observations
suggest that person related datasets are more difficult and the performance is more uniform across all the methods including the baselines.

8.6

Additional Observations

Diversity. The reason why the proposed methods work better
on the city datasets than on the person datasets could be because
city histories have longer time span, hence, their events may be
characterized by higher diversity.
Coverage. The prototype-based methods achieve much better
performance with regards to the coverage than the exemplar-based
methods. It may be because events in exemplar-based summaries
are extracted from a small set of typical representatives, which may
miss some important information.
Interestingness. MRW-based methods in general outperform
HITS-based methods in terms of interestingness. The reason can
be due to MRW-based methods incorporating correlation between
events and era information, which could make summary more
coherent and consistent.

8.7

Example Summary

We present in Fig. 6 and Tab. 6 the summary of a typical history
of Japanese cities generated by the prototype-based method PMRW. The summary consists of a timeline containing 20 events
ordered chronologically (see Fig. 6), followed by a table (see Tab.
2) which includes up to 15 top scored words representing each
event. For every event, we manually create a label based on the
words representing the event. In addition, each event is associated
with two numbers indicating the median date and the standard
deviation of occurrence dates of the corresponding events (these
are computed from the event clusters that were discussed in Sec.
7.2).
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Figure 5: Results on Each Dataset (M1: P-MRW; M2: P-HITS; M3: E-MRW; M4: E-HITS; M5: LexRank; M6: K-Means). The
datasets from left to right are C1 (Japanese Cities), C2 (Chinese Cities), C3 (UK Cities), P1 (American Scientists), P2 (French
Scientists), P3 (Pre-WW2 Japanese PMs) and P4 (Post-WW2 Japanese PMs).
As we can notice, the Meiji Revolution is a key turning point in
the history of Japanese cities, as most of the events occurred after
it. Japanese cities were frequently at war, as reflected by the events:
Battle with median date at around 1333, War at around 1876 and
WW2 at around 1939. The modern Education in Japan started
from the early 20th century. After WW2, Japanese cities enjoyed
rapid economic and social development, embodied in the events of
Population (which shows the rapid growth in population), Economics (which describes the economic boom of Japan in the late
20th century), Transportation (which reflects the advancement of
transportation infrastructure) and Film (which shows the development of culture industry). Japan cities hosted many Sport events
such as Summer Olympics in the 1960’s and Winter Olympics in
the 1970’s and 1990’s. In addition, it can be observed that Japanese
cities frequently suffered from Natural Disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis and typhoons (e.g. the Hanshin Earthquake in
1994), and Japan is paying particular attention to Nuclear issues
(e.g. the Fukushima Daichi Nuclear Disaster in 2011). Many of these
events can be found in books about Japan history [13] and [20].

9

CONCLUSIONS

It is natural for humans to categorize entities into meaningful
groups based on their common traits. One way to better understand
categories is by learning histories of their members. In this paper
we have introduced a novel type of summarization task consisting in generating gists of histories of multiple entities. We then
proposed 4 methods which utilize diverse kinds of signals such as
information about documents, eras, topics and correlation between
events, and incorporate them into graph-based ranking models.
The output summary is in the form of key representative events
represented by the sets of meaningful words and approximate event
dates. The effectiveness of our models has been demonstrated by
the experiments on 7 Wikipedia category datasets.
In the future, we plan to conduct more detailed evaluation on
diverse types of entities as well as incorporate abstractive summarization strategies for increasing the readability of the generated
summaries. The next step is to improve and extend methods for
extracting and representing temporal information from input documents using techniques similar to the one presented in [14].
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Event
Battle
Meiji Revolution
War
Municipality
Trade
Education
Merge
District
WW2
Special Ward
City Relationship
Film
Elevation
Population
Sports
Economic
Transportation
Nuclear
Natural Disasters
Election

Terms
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